The Internet and a New Criminality
The cases have multiplied exponentially. It is common now for people to read about crime directly associated with social media and the internet. In 2014, twenty-eight year old Daniel Zeitz was shot and killed when he met with potential buyers of his Xbox from Craigslist [1] . Richard Beasley and his teen accomplice, Rafferty were convicted of luring three men into a wooded area in Ohio under the pretence of false job postings and then killing them. Back in 2007, nineteen year old Michael John Anderson pretended to be a woman seeking a babysitter. When the victim Katherine Olson answered his post, Anderson shot her and placed her in the trunk of a car and consequently abandoned it. Anderson was considered to be the first "Craigslist Killer" [2] . Of course, in 2010, the new "Craigslist Killer", Philip Mark off was arraigned on murder charges for the brutal slaying of Julissa Brisman as well as two additional assaults. All victims were found on Craigslist [3] . Similarly, the as yet unsolved case involving the Long Island Serial Killer murdered four prostitutes from Craigslist. Criminologist Jack Levin has stated, "Thanks to Craigslist in particular, 'stranger' homicides have been on the increase" [4] .
Social media has permanently changed the shape and mode of communication in the world. Outlets such as Facebook, Craigslist, Snapchat, etc. have not only made the world smaller, but also provided us with a false sense of security. A "Friend" on Facebook that one may not know formally will engage in lengthy discussions threads like old friends. Dating sites like Match.com, OKCupid.com, and Lavalife.com match individuals based on likes and personality characteristics. This can give someone an idea that they already have so much in common. This "comfortability" can lead a person to ignore warning signs and safety recommendations by cyber experts. Since John Edward Robinson [4] , the Internet's First Serial Killer, responsible for over eight homicides linked to the internet, society has seen the growth of a variety of crimes and offenders emerging from the internet.
Over 100 murders have been linked to Craigslist alone [5] . Eightyone percent of internet-initiated crimes involve social networking sites, with 78% of burglars using social media sites as their platform to scope victims. In other words, social media sites have become the preferred Victim Targeting Network (VTN) of some due to its anonymity and ease of access. Thirty-three percent of internet-initiated sex crimes were linked with social media and in particular, dating sites. James Brown has been accused of allegedly killing four women he met on Backpage.com. With regards to sex crimes and minors, it has been recorded that 76% of a juvenile or adolescent's first contact with a predator occurred in a chat 
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Internet using psychopaths have been categorized into a continuum of predatory behavior. iPredopaths [11] , a term identified in 2012, is "an information age criminological and human consciousness constructs replacing the pre-information age of sociopathy and psychopathy" [12] . It is a character disorder where an individual uses information technology and their savvy to identify, stalk, troll, and manipulate their victims. It is deduced by Nuccitelli [9] that many iPredopaths have no remorse, guilt and shame and finds the internet a playground for their deviant and criminal behavior. Nuccitelli also identifies two other typologies: the iPredator and Doctus iPredopath. The iPredator gains selfimportance, power and uses the anonymity of cyberspace to rationalize their actions. A Doctus iPredopath are high skilled psychopaths who engage in not only manipulating, exploiting but victimizing their targets both online and offline.
The use of social media victim targeting networks is not limited to males. In 2009, in Oregon, Korena Roberts purposely answered an online ad requesting baby clothes. She went to meet the very pregnant Heather Snively at her apartment. Roberts beat Snively to death and removed the fetus from her womb. She hid Snively in a crawl space and told the police the baby was hers. When it was apparent that she had not given birth, along with residual evidence left at the crime scene, she was arrested and sentenced to life in prison. The baby did not survive [2] . In California, Alix Catherine Tichelman pleads "not guilty" to the death of Timothy Hayes, a Google Ad Executive twice her age. Tichelman gave Hayes an injection of heroin and allegedly watched him die. They met on the website Seeking Arrangement, which states it is the leading "Sugar Daddy"/"Sugar Baby" dating site with over three million members. Some women make arrangements for financial assistance which can range from $500.00-$5000.00 a month. The payments are viewed as an "allowance". The notion of whether this is a form of prostitution is an on-going debate. There have been additional accusations of ranging from sexual assault, burglaries and other crimes stemming from these types of sites [12] .
The 'Dark Net' Goes Deep
The Dark Net is considered the 'belly of the beast'. It is the portion of the internet that "is intentionally hidden from the search engines, uses masked IP addresses and is accessible only with a special browser, Tor" [13] . In 2011, Silk Road, a site that appeared on the Dark Net, was an illegal version of EBay, Craigslist, etc. Silk Road was named specifically after the historical trading route which initially carried goods between the East and the West. This site's goals connected consumers to sellers of drugs, sex, and even assassins for hire [14] . Oppenneer answered an ad on Craigslist for a sexual encounter [9] . After the investigation, it was found that Oestrike's home was a torture den with his victims brutalized for days prior to their murders. Police continue to investigate whether or not Oestrike is connected to any other sex crimes from social media sites. John Katehis, age 16, and a self-proclaimed Satanist placed an ad offering "kinky sex". Radio caster George Weber answered the ad in 2009. Katehis admitted he was offered $60.00 by Weber for participating in a foot fetish (binding his feet in duct tape) and pnigophilia (smothering). Katehis stabbed Weber over fifty times, in which he claimed was accidental. He was convicted of second degree murder in 2011 [2] .
Psychosexual disorders or paraphilias are characterized by sexual fantasies involving a non-human object, non-consenting partner or pain and/or humiliation of oneself or a partner, like fetishism or sadomasochism [6] . Beckham and Prohaska [3] studied deviant men who solicit sex workers and killed them. In their results, they found that offenders examined had personality disorders with psychopathic traits as well as extreme sexual deviance. The offenders never used drugs or alcohol and the offenders' psychopathic traits were very similar: Unstable homes, neglect and/or abuse in early childhood, no valid emotional attachments in relationships and a 'charming' or seductive affect with people [3] .
Research has examined whether or not psychopaths or sociopaths spend an inordinate amount of time on the internet. Buckels et al. [10] examined patterns of trolling the internet; in other words, using social media as the preferred victim targeting network. They saw a correlation between the behavior and the
Where Does This Leave Us?
The Dark Web presents communities with a myriad of problems and challenges to law enforcement, in particular. 
Conclusion
More research and studies need to be done regarding this emerging use of social media as a preferred victim targeting network. Often typologies of crime can be seen as an academic exercise, supporting theory only and engaging in teaching and classroom discussions. The integral role of social media in our lives, as well as the seemingly increasing use of it as a hunting ground for predators of all sorts point to the need for more research on the profile and behavior of both victims and offenders in cyberspace. Although not necessarily politically correct, the victimology is also essential to validate, as these crimes often involve important seeking behaviors on the part of the victims. Early research on the more general serial murder phenomenon can be examine, tested and applied with internet predator typologies for significance or consideration as an investigative tool.
